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Figure 1: The first Super Mario Bros. level.[9]

Abstract

• Unsupervised Learning.

This work will explore three methods of machine learning that
make it possible to train an algorithm to the extent that it can play
the video game Super Mario and outperform human players. The
aim is to find out which method of machine learning is best suited
and what the differences are.

• Reinforcement Learning.
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Introduction

Video games developed from technical experiments at universities
in the 1950s to one of the most influential recreational forms of the
21st century. [2].
Video games differ in a number of factors. Some allow playing
against human opponents, such as Pong from 1972 or several online multiplayer games today. However, there have been computercontrolled opponents since the beginning (1971). [14]
Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, on the other hand,
have only gained increasing importance in many different areas of
application in recent years. In the video game industry, AI is predominantly used for the behavior of non-player characters (NPCs)
in games [13].
A given pattern is often used for this task, which reacts to certain
player behavior but does not learn beyond that and adapts to new
circumstances. Techniques involving decision trees and path finding are often used. [14] A learning AI would enable the player, in
addition to the standardized difficulty settings (easy, normal, difficult), new experiences and create an individual gaming experience.
In this thesis, an AI is to be trained with the help of supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning (methods of machine learning) to beat human records in the game Super Mario.
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State of the art

The following section aims at the three most popular methods:
• Supervised Learning.

for machine learning. A critical comparison will then identify the
most suitable method.
DeepMind Technologies from Google has already taught an AI
how to play Atari with deep reinforcement learning [18]. In early
2019, DeepMind released the AI called AlphaStar, which defeated
a professional player for the first time in Star-Craft II. [12] This
was also trained with deep reinforcement learning, which will be
an important approach to solving the problem and is a frequently
used method.
What is machine learning?
People act intuitively in tasks such as: facial recognition of
relatives, driving a car or playing video games. This depends on the
experience, knowledge and curiosity already gained. The concept
of intuition is a challenge for algorithms. Machine learning consists
of an algorithm that solves a problem based on training data and
possibly past experience and optimizes itself in the process. [1].
A model is generated that is equipped with many parameters, which
are adapted and optimized through learning in training or through
experience. The resulting algorithm can either make predictions
or conclusions and / or act descriptively in order to collect further
knowledge. Another important part of machine learning is to make
this algorithm “intelligent” by learning to adapt to new conditions
in a changeable environment [1]. A suitable example would be
self-driving cars, which have to constantly adapt to new changes
like others Adapt cars, cyclists or pedestrians and make predictions
accordingly, react and learn from them.

2.1

Supervised Learning

In the publication Deep Learning for video games [16], deep learning methods and examples were presented for various genres of
games. For the supervised learning method, a model is trained with
sample data. In the process, decisions are to be made by the al-

gorithm. The correct decisions are known well in advance. The
differences between the correct answer and the answer from the algorithm are compared. If the algorithm was wrong, this negative
result is used to update the model. All training data are classified
in advance or belong to a certain group. In this process, the algorithm has to recognize the classification and categorize it correctly
for further data. More model receives data, the algorithm becomes
more reliable. In the end, the goal is to ensure that this model can
deal well with unknown training data with right decisions.
In order to get training data for these methods, for example :
Recorded people playing, another option is already available [15],
it is the use of already existing data that another algorithm has already achieved. This data can be interpreted by an algorithm, that’s
called agent. The agent can recognize what the game looks like and
what actions were taken in what situation to achieve a predefined
output (for example: reach the end of the level or find a number of
coins) (for example of game the first Super Mario level).” [16]
The publication [10] describes how the algorithm exactly recognizes and treats a particular game and its elements, and what effects
it has on the player when only a few elements are obscured or made
unrecognizable. The playing time of a level can increase from 2
minutes to 20 minutes. The biggest aspect here is with experiences
and knowledge applied to recognize certain objects like a ladder
and associate with them like climbing a ladder to reach higher objects [10]. These experiences can be derived from the training data
and made available to the algorithm.
Supervised learning is also often used to learn state transitions in a
game. The next state is predicted, it‘s planning the next move [6].
This can be used to play chess.

Figure 3: Cluster analyse in Unsupervised Learning [11]

Figure 4: Reinforcement Learning [16]

All related as shown in the figure above. The agent receives a certain state from the environment. The agent then interacts with the
environment. The agent receives a limited number of actions for
each training session. With these, certain behaviors are learned that
are needed to achieve the goal. The environment gives the agent a
signal in the form of a reward. The aim is to get as many rewards
as possible. This learns the neural network behind the agent. The
rewards can appear regularly or irregularly, depending on the game
principle. In games where points are collected in order to crack
a high score, rewards are repeatedly returned to the agent in the
course of the game (regular rewards). However, the only reward
can be to complete a certain level or defeat an opponent (irregular
reward) [16]

Figure 2: Regression and classification in supervised learning [11]

2.2
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Unsupervised Learning

In unsupervised learning, the goal for the algorithm is to recognize
and learn a pattern in the data based on the characteristics. By distributing characteristics, similar data can be grouped together (cluster analysis) or reduced (compression). Another task is to create
artificial data that closely resembles the original data. Unlike supervised learning, unsupervised learning does not involve known or
correct answers given beforehand. This method is more commonly
used for games with very few rewards, such as text-based adventure
games where that’s have to recognize textual connections. [16]

2.3

Comparison of the most relevant approaches

The two most relevant approaches to the question would be on the
one hand supervised learning and on the other hand reinforcement
learning. This section describes the advantages and disadvantages
of the two methods.
Supervised learning is pretty good at applying best practices to existing data. This could work well for the game Super Mario in that
a human has already played the game and the paths and behaviors
derived from it are used to make the algorithm learn. The disadvantage is that this process is very time-consuming, since the training
data must first be recorded and processed. Furthermore, it can happen that some game elements such as paths, collectibles or secrets
were not discovered in the training data and the algorithm cannot
find them either. This can mean that only parts of a game are played
or the agent does not know how to deal with new scenarios. More
training data from other players could solve this problem, which in
turn takes a lot of time. Furthermore, the agent will for the most
part only orient itself on the paths already given and will not find
out further elements that the game offers by itself. [16] However, an
approach with Self Supervised Prediction, where the agent lets the
agent explore the world with a form of supervised learning without

Supervised Learning Reinforcement Learning

The reinforcement learning method includes some important ones
Elements:
• Agent.
• Environment
• Reward
• Action
• State
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in order to continue playing faster and more efficiently.

rewards but with the agent’s ”curiosity” [8]. The first level of Super
Mario is used to train the algorithm in order to become faster and
better in further levels with the experience already gained.
The basic elements that reinforcement learning needs can be modeled well in video games. The game character can be used as an
agent, the environment is for example, a certain level that should
be completed successfully. Most games also rely on several reward
strategies, coins can be collected in Super Mario and the goal of the
level should be achieved.
In open world games, games in which the player can do or discover things in a world outside of a certain mission, reinforcement
learning is more difficult because the reward system is structured
differently than in linear games [16] Here the algorithm becomes
much more complex. However, this is not the case in Super Mario.
Games that give little or no rewards present a challenge. According
to the motto “the journey is the goal”, after a reward has been received, a decision must be made as to how the previous actions or
actions of the agent that led to its success are to be rewarded [16]
An example of a game with no rewards at all would be Human Fall
Flat. This is a platform puzzle game with the aim of reaching the
exit which can be reached by solving physics puzzles. No coins,
points, diamonds or anything else are collected here and there are
no opponents to fight against. There are various approaches to solving this problem, For example, Markov Decision Process (MDP),
temporal difference (TD) learning or Q-learning which would go
beyond the scope of this work. [16] With Super Mario this would
still have to be considered in part, since the journey and past experiences have to be rewarded.
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